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Virgo	Beamtube	
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Residual	gas	scaWering	

v0(m,T) 

2w(z) ρ(z) ~ P(z) 
αρ ~ (n-1) 

Es(α,E0,z) 

z=0 
z=L0 



Interferometer	Beamtube	Requirements	

•  Phase	noise	from	scaWering	by	residual	gas	
•  Func3on	of	molecular	polarizability,	transit	speed,	par3al	pressure,	length,	

beam	diameter	
•  e.g.,	for	Advanced	LIGO	beam	tubes	and	opera3ng	parameters:	

èP(H2)	<	10-9	Torr	
èP(H2O)	<	10-10	Torr	
èP(HC,100AMU)	<	10-12	Torr	

•  Drives	material,	surface	prep,	construc3on	and	bakeout	costs	
•  Drives	pumping	system	costs,	tube	diameter	(conductance	~	D3)	

•  Phase	noise	from	scaWering	by	beamtube	walls	
•  Requires	baffles	
•  Constrains	tube	diameter	(noise	may	scale	as	D-4	or	faster)	
•  Constrains	vibra3on	of	tube	walls	
•  EXTREMELY	DIFFICULT	TO	MODEL	
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Virgo	nitrogen	infusion	test	
VIRGO%increase%pressure%test%

B. Swinkels – Virgo commissioning – LSCV Cambridge 7
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Increase of vacuum pressure

● Last test before switching off interferometer: increase vacuum pressure

● Observed noise level corresponds to theoretical model

?

1e-4 mbar

4e-5 mbar

8e-6 mbar

< 2e-6 mbar

L%=%3km,%gas%=%nitrogen%,%amu%28%
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Deple3ng	H	from	raw	SS	before	fabrica3on:		
An	economical	alterna3ve	to	high	T	vacuum	bakeout	

•  SS	sheet	in	raw	form	is	baked	
in	air	36	hours	at	455	ºC	

•  (HoWer	treatment	deemed	
inadvisable	due	to	carbide	
precipita3on)	

•  Total	dissolved	hydrogen	is	
reduced	~	3x	

•  Remaining	H	is		3ghtly	bound,	
high	ac3va3on	T	

•  Care	is	required	in	welding	to	
avoid	re-introduc3on	of	H	

Sample	Temperature	(ºC)	
	

H 2
	F
lu
x	
(A
.U
.)	

Raw	SS	

Ajer		
Airbake	

data	courtesy	of	Virgo	
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I2R	Bakeout	to	Desorb	Water	

•   Glass wool insulation 
•   IDC = 2,000 A (surplus FNAL magnet supplies)  
•   Soak ~ 4 weeks @ 150ºC 
•   Cryopumps every 250 m; ports later valved off 
•   Tubes to remain under permanent vacuum; 

readsorption of  H2O requires repeat bake 
 

•  Final  J(H20) < 2e-17 Tl/s/cm2 
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“Dubinin-Radeschevich	Isotherm”		
desorp3on	model	

	
RD%Binding%site%distribu.on%and%occupancy%vs%temperature%

T=296K,t=0%all%sites%occupied%

Site%ac.va.on%

T%=320K% 423K%

DR%model%and%bake%out%data%

T0%=%10000K%
R%=%0.7%
α%=%0.5%
σ0%=%250%monolayers%
amu%=%18%
τ0%=%10L13%sec%
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Unbaked	Water	Outgassing	
(norm.	to	1000	hours)	

66 GAS RELEASE FROM SOLIDS 

Time (s) 
Fig. 4.5 Outgassing measurements for different H20 exposures during venting of a 304 
stainless steel chamber of inner surface area 0.4747 m2. o Ambient air exposed, 7.8 ml 
absorbed; A 600 ml exposed, 16.8 ml absorbed; + 400 ml exposed, 9.2 ml absorbed; x 200 
ml exposed, 7.2 ml absorbed; 0 100 ml exposed, 3.6 ml absorbed; +i 10 ml exposed, 2.3 ml 
absorbed; m N2 gas with 4 0  ppm H 2 0  exposed, 0.7 ml absorbed; 0 dry N2 gas exposed, 
0.017 ml absorbed; Reprinted with permission from J. Vac. Sci. Technol. A, 11, p. 1702, M. 
Li and H. F. Dylla. Copyright 1993, AVS-The Science and Technology Society. 

rise is measured after the chamber has been isolated, is another common 
method. Typical results are displayed in Fig. 4.5 for the outgassing of 304L 
stainless steel with differing initial water vapor exposures [8]. 

Room temperature outgassing data for most gases sorbed on metals, 
including water vapor, show the outgassing rate to vary inversely with 
time, at least for the first 10 h of pumping [8-lo]. This can be expressed as 

4 q =- 
ja’” 

b (4.14) 

where the subscript n denotes the time in hours for which the data apply. 
See Fig. 4.6. The exponent a will range fiom 0.7-2 with 1 the most 
common value. Equation (4.14) is often misinterpreted to be an equation 
by which outgassing data, such as given in Appendixes C.1-4, C.7, can be 
determined for all time. That is not its intent. The values given in the 
appendixes and other publications are points and slopes at discrete times. 
Tabulated experimental data are usually given for one or two 
representative times-for example, 1 and 4 hours, or 1 and 10 hours. To 

Saito	et	al	(KAGRA,	2011)	
ECB	304L,	200C	condi3oning	bake	

-40C	dewpoint	(127	ppm)	re-exposure 

J(H2O)  ~ 2 x 10-13 T l s-1 cm-2  x (1000 h)/t  
 

Li	and	Dylla	(1993)	
Electropolished	304L	

10 ppm water content air re-exposure	
J(H2O)  ~ 4 x 10-12 T l s-1 cm-2  x (1000 h)/t  

LIGO-T970111

page 7 of 24

Figure 6  A plot of the residual pressure (p1) after correcting for the temperature using the cross
correlation determined in Figure 5. The temperature dependence of the pressure is a doubling for
every 6.6K increase in temperature. From this one can solve for the binding energy of the water
on the surface which is equivalent to 9400K (about 1 ev) (also see Table 7). Prior outgassing mea-
surements of beam tube material have given binding energies between 9000 and 10000K. The fit

to the residual gas pressure  is dropping as p(t) =  torr where t is measured from the ini-

tiation of the pumping.  With an estimated  pumping speed for water at ports 1 and 9 of 1000

liters/sec,  the calculated outgassing rate for water becomes,  torr liters/sec cm2

about a factor of 2 smaller than that experienced in the beam tube qualification tests in 1995.

p1 - 4.26 x 10^-8 x t4l fit

2.9 4–×10
t(hrs)---------------------

J(t) 8 9–×10
t(hrs)-----------------≈

Weiss	et	al,	T970111	
LHO	beamtube	

J(H2O)  ~ 8 x 10-12 T l s-1 cm-2  x (1000 h)/t  
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Weiss	et	al,	T940090	
BTD	at	CB&I	

J(H2O)  ~ 3 x 10-12 T l s-1 cm-2  x (1000 h)/t 
(~ 10-16  T l s-1 cm-2  post-bake)  

•  Passive desorption @ ambient T too weak (t > 5 yr) 
•  Modest bake may be sufficient 
•  For “controlled backfill” scenarios, can assist by: 

•  Ultra-dry backfill (< 100 ppb, -75C dewpoint) 
•  Minimize atm.  exposure time  

•  Summer heat helps  



Effects	of	Pump	Distribu3on	on	Required	J(H2O)		

11	

•  Consider 2- and 15- pump cases  
 + cryopumps at ends 

 
•   Assign Sh

1/2(H20) < 0.1 x min aL curve1 
 

èSh
1/2 (H20) < 2.6 x 10-25  Hz-1/2 

 

Then2, for 2 pumps 

J(H2O)2p < 2.0 x 10-15 T l s-1 cm-2 
 

and for 15 pumps 
 

J(H2O)15p < 4.3 x 10-15 T l s-1 cm-2 

(no leaks, just autogenous water; Fi = 534 l/s) 
 

1	T1400177,	Fig.	3,	“BNS	OpEmized	125W”	
2	T1500202	

 CALIFORNIA INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY Page 3 of 6 

 
Pressure profiles derived in this way for each pumping configuration were then integrated 
with the aLIGO arm cavity beam profile8 according to P940008 eq. (1).9  Five cases were 
evaluated: 
 

1. No additional pumps, only the fixed cryopumps at vertex and end stations. 
2. A single ion pump added at the midstation (MY). 
3. Two ion pumps, one at MY and one at Y1-7 (next adjacent port toward the 

vertex). These straddle the location of the cavity beam waist. 
4. Add to these two more at Y1-6 and Y2-1, the next available ports toward the 

vertex and end, respectively (four, centered over the beam waist). 
5. All possible pumps, using every valve location (a total of 15 ion pumps, in 

addition to the two fixed cryopumps).  
 

 
Figure 1: Pressure profiles for five ion pump arrangements with J(H20) = 1.3 x10-15 Tl/s/cm2. 

 

                                                
8 P1400177 
9 Modified to bring molecular number density ! inside the integral. 

2	pumps	

15	pumps	

NB:		1	T l s-1 cm-2 =	1.33	x	103		W	m-2 
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Passive	80K	cryotraps	pump	water	from	detector	components	

G1701685	 12	

3D	model		
E.	Sanchez	

9/1/2017	
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Progress on different subsystems
• Suspended Benches

• SNEB: suspended and under vacuum since Aug 2016

• SWEB: suspended on Oct 2016, evacuated on Apr 2017

• SPRB: suspended and under vacuum since Apr 2017

• SDB2: suspended and under vacuum since May 2017

• EIB and SIB2 not done yet  Æ window during next months

• Detection system (talk by R. Gouaty on Monday)

• Providing demodulated signals for longitudinal and RF quadrants;

• Develop and tune the 2 OMCs control strategy;

• Activity on B1 photodiodes incidents;

• Noise hunting activities on:

• Stray light on SDB1 optics.

LVC Meeting, 31/08/2017 A. Rocchi - AdV Commissioning 5

A.	Rocchi,		Virgo	
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LIGO LIGO-T0900582 
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1 Introduction 

Gas damping noise, or force noise on the aLIGO test-masses due to residual gas in the vacuum 
chambers was recently explored analytically in T0900509, “Gas Damping of the Final Stage in the 
Advanced LIGO Suspensions”, Rai Weiss.  Here we present a numerical Monte Carlo simulation 
of the aLIGO geometry. 

2 The simulation 

The simulation is a brute-force approach to 
the problem of computing force noise due to 
residual gas in which gas particles move 
about in a 1m cubic volume.  In the volume 
there are 2 cylinders 34cm in diameter (see 
figure at right).  The separation between the 
cylinders is varied to produce various levels 
of force noise (see next section).  
The mean-free-path at vacuum levels of 
interest (around 1e-8 torr) is much larger 
than the size of the box, so gas particle 
collisions are ignored. 
Each time a particle encounters a surface 
(box wall or cylinder surface), it 
immediately leaves the surface with a 
random velocity.  This models complete 
accommodation with no residence time.  
After accommodation on a surface, particles are emitted with a Rayleigh distribution of velocities 
in the normal direction, and Maxwell-Boltzman distributions in the directions tangential to the 
surface.  This is the same as was used in a recent publication on the topic [1]. 
A number of checks were performed to establish that 
the simulation was working properly.  After debugging, 
it was found that the pressure was equal on all surfaces 
and had the expected value given the particle number 
density and the temperature.  The distribution of impact 
normal velocities on all surfaces was found to be the 
Rayleigh distribution (see figure at right). 

Each impact of a particle on a surface is recorded, along 
with each departure of a particle from a surface.  These 
are collected in to 100us bins and multiplied by the 
mass of each particle to produce a time series of the net 
force on each surface. 

 

Vessel	Vacuum:	Gas	damping	(Brownian	noise)		

LIGO LIGO-T0900582 
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3 Force Noise 

To compute the force noise associated with residual gas, simulations used in this note follow each 
of 20 thousand particles for 10 seconds.  The molecular mass of the gas used was 2amu (hydrogen), 
and the temperature considered was 293K, giving a characteristic velocity of 1.4km/s.  The results 
were then scaled to a density of 3.3x1014 particles / cubic meter to produce a pressure of 10-8 torr. 

Comparing the result for a test-mass alone in a 2 
meter cubic volume gives 2.6x10-15N/rtHz, 
which matchs [2] for a cylinder in an infinite 
volume of gas. 

Comparing the same result to the approximate 
calculation in T0900509, we find that the force 
noise on the TM similar to the “unconstrained 
noise” given in that document, scaled to the area 
of the TM, 
force_noise_free = sqrt(8 * pi * rho * 0.17^2* 
kBT * sqrt(kBT * mass)) = 1.9e-15 N/rtHz 

where rho is the number density and kBT is the 
Boltzman constant multiplied by temperature. 

Taking the blue curve, which has the nominal 
aLIGO gap of 5mm between the TM and the CP or ERM, each aLIGO test mass is subject to a 
force noise of 
force_noise_5mm = 1.53e-14 N/rtHz, force_noise_2cm = 5.9e-15 N/rtHz, 

We show below that this is about a factor of 2 lower than the force amplitude noise found in 
T0900509. 

4 Diffusion time 

The diffusion time apparent in the above plot, again 
using the 5mm gap case, is about 
tau = 1/(2*pi*200Hz) = 800us 

which is about a factor of 6 less than the value 
computed in T0900509 (tau = 5 ms) using the simple 
analytical model where tau = r2/ dgap vth (r is the test 
mass radius, dgap the gap length, and vth the molecular 
thermal velocity).  Since the noise in the analytical 
model scales with the square-root of the diffusion 
time at low frequency, the noise predictions of the 
analytical model and this simulation, for a given 
diffusion time, are fairly close, though not quite equal 
(i.e., the difference between sqrt(6) and 2). It is worth 
noting that in other Monte Carlo simulations a shorter 
than expected diffusion time was also found [1]. 

Squeeze	Film	Effect	(T0900582)	

P	(naïve)	<	10-8	Torr		
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Interferometer	Vessel	Vacuum	Requirements	

•  Access,	op3cal	&	electrical	feedthroughs	
•  Structural	support	and	an3seismic	provisions	
•  Manage	high	water	vapor	load	from	instrument	hardware	
•  Prevent	contamina3on	of	op3cs	

Mirror	absorp3on	budget:		<	0.1	ppm	degrada3on	over	opera3ng	life	
Hydrocarbons:	<	1	monolayer/10	years	*		
Par3cles:	<	one	10	µm	par3cle	on	any	mirror	*	

•  Do	not	compromise	vibra3on-free	environment*	
èNo	mechanical	pumps	in	steady	state	opera3on	
èIon,	NEG	and	passive	LN2	cryo	trap	pumps	can	be	used	

•  Modularity	
•  Interferometer	designs	evolve	rapidly-	and	some3mes,	radically	

9/1/2017	 G1701685	 17	

*Extremely	difficult!	
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Beamtube	Gate	Valves	
•  40”	&	44”		ID		
•  Double	O-ring	gates	&	

bonnet	seals		
•  independently	

pumped	annulus*	
•  Two	actuator	

varie3es:	electric	
(ballscrew)	and	
pneumaEc	(cylinder)	

•  Custom	design	by	GNB	
Corp.	

*		Main	volume	is	connected	when	gate	is	
open!	
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LIGO	Vacuum	Equipment,	LHO	Corner	StaEon	
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ET	Cavern	Concept	

G1701685	 20	9/1/2017	
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Is	40km	possible?	
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10-40	km	‘Surface’	construc3on	
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arm length (km)
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Neutral cut & fill site excavation vs. arm length
 L configuration

land area (m2)
excavated volume (m3)
earth movement VxD (m3 * km)



Beamtube	scaling	(preliminary)	
•  Light	scaWering	fixes		φ	>	1.2m	(TBR)	
•  LIGO	actuals	expanded	as		(a	+	bL)	

–  NB:	Material	<	20%	of	installed	&	baked	tube	cost	

Arm	length		
(km)	

Tube	
(x	LLO)	

Enclosure	
(x	LLO)	

	

Bake	
(x	LLO)	

	

Total	
(x	LLO)	

	

(Approx.			
FY15M$/km)	

4	 1x	 1x	 1x	 1x	 8.5	

10	 1.8x	 2.4x	 2.2x*	 1.9x	 7.0	

20	 3.0x	 4.7x	 4.2x*	 3.3x	 6.2	

40	 5.6x	 9.4x	 8.2x*	 6.2x	 5.8	

(%	of	Σ	@	40	km)	 60%	 31%	 10%*	 100%	
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KAGRA		
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KAGRA		
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ATLAS	Cavern	
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LHC project: Atlas cavern



ET	StaEon	Concept	
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25	years	ago…	
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THANKS	FOR	LISTENING	
WE	APPRECIATE	YOUR	ADVICE!	
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Photo	credit:	Hurricane	Harvey	and	Richard	Oram	
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Residual	Gas	ScaWering	Noise	

ρ =  gas number density (~ pressure)
α =  optical polarizability (~ index)
w = beam radius
v0 = most probable thermal speed
L0 = arm length
ΔL = arm optical path difference

Sta3s3cal	model	
verified	by	
interferometer	
experiment	
	

S.	Whitcomb	and	MZ,	Proc.	7th	Marcel	Grossmann	MeeEng	on	GR,	R.	
Jantzen	and	G.	Keiser,	eds.	World	Scien3fic,	Singapore	(1996).	
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I2R	Bakeout	to	Desorb	Water	(cont’d)	
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 Field Assembly, Butt Welding & Leak Test 

9/1/2017	 G1701685	



LIGO Beamtubes 

•  304L SS, 3.2 mm thick, external stiffeners 
•  raw stock air baked 36h @ 455C  

–  depletes hydrogen:  JH2 < 10-13 Tl/s/cm2 

–  process developed by LIGO 
•  baked coil spiral-welded into 1.2m tube 
•  16m sections cleaned, tested, capped 
•  FTIR analysis to confirm HC-free 
•  butt-welded together at sites 
•  over 50 linear km of weld; zero leaks 
•  tubes designed never to be vented after 

installation 

34	9/1/2017	 G1701685	



LIGO	Beamtube	
•  9000	m3	volume		
•  30000	m2	surface	area	
•  50000	m	of	spiral	welds	
•  ~10-9	torr	opera3ng	pressure	

9/1/2017	 G1701685	 35	
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Chambers, pumps, instruments 
  (= “Vacuum Equipment”) 

•  Houses detector apparatus 
 Electrical, mechanical, optical 
 interfaces 

•  Isolation (valves), access (doors) 
•  Pumping & instrumentation 
•  “Conventional” (sort of) 
  F:A ~ 10-2  ls-1cm-2  

Beam tubes 
•  Just a long hole in the air;  

 Never to be vented 
•  Highly “unconventional”  

 9 million liters (per site) 
 300 million cm2 (per site) 
 200 l/s char. conductance 
 F:A ~ 10-5 ls-1cm-2  

LIGO	Really	Has	Two	
Vacuum	“Systems”	
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D1600164-v1, Gate Valve Designations, Locations, Orientations and Quantities
Sheet1: LHO

VS
VS

VS

VS

VS

VS

VSVSVS VSVS VS *

*Drawing D961168-v2 (PSI V049-5-004, Rev. 5) 
shows the opposite orientation of this GV, but 
this is likely a drawing error.

VS

VS

VS

VS

VS

VS

VSVS

Tag # S/N Model Drawing # Drawing Title
1 WGV-1 017 G48E D970726-C Outline, Gate Valve, G48ESB - FLG/FLG
2 WGV-2 018 G48E D970726-C Outline, Gate Valve, G48ESB - FLG/FLG
3 WGV-3 021 G48E D970726-C Outline, Gate Valve, G48ESB - FLG/FLG
4 WGV-4 022 G48E D970726-C Outline, Gate Valve, G48ESB - FLG/FLG
5 WGV-5 012 G44P D990330-B Outline, Gate Valve, G44P - FLG/FLG
6 WGV-6 005 G44P D990331-B Outline, Gate Valve, G44P - WLD/FLG
7 WGV-7 013 G44P D990330-B Outline, Gate Valve, G44P - FLG/FLG
8 WGV-8 006 G44P D990331-B Outline, Gate Valve, G44P - WLD/FLG
9 WGV-9 004 G44E D990329-B Outline, Gate Valve, G44ESB - WLD/FLG

10 WGV-10 010 G44E D990328-B Outline, Gate Valve, G44ESB - FLG/FLG
11 WGV-11 009 G44E D990328-B Outline, Gate Valve, G44ESB - FLG/FLG
12 WGV-12 003 G44E D990329-B Outline, Gate Valve, G44ESB - WLD/FLG
13 WGV-13 002 G44E D990329-B Outline, Gate Valve, G44ESB - WLD/FLG
14 WGV-14 011 G44E D990328-B Outline, Gate Valve, G44ESB - FLG/FLG
15 WGV-15 015 G44E D990328-B Outline, Gate Valve, G44ESB - FLG/FLG
16 WGV-16 001 G44E D990329-B Outline, Gate Valve, G44ESB - WLD/FLG
17 WGV-17 008 G44E D990329-B Outline, Gate Valve, G44ESB - WLD/FLG
18 WGV-18 016 G44E D990328-B Outline, Gate Valve, G44ESB - FLG/FLG
19 WGV-19 007 G44E D990329-B Outline, Gate Valve, G44ESB - WLD/FLG
20 WGV-20 029 G44E D990328-B Outline, Gate Valve, G44ESB - FLG/FLG

VS = Vacuum Seal Side



LIGO	End	Sta3on	Pressure	Evolu3on	ajer	Backfill	
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In	Situ	
Chamb
er	

Bakeou
t	
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Arm	length	

(km)	

	
Land	area		

(ha)	

	
Cut	depth	

(m)	

Corner/end	
height		
(m)		

	
Excavated	V	

(m3)	

Cut	èFill	
V	*	D				

(m3	*	km)	

5	 15	 -.2	 .3	 104	 1.6�104	

10	 32	 -.7	 1.3	 8�104	 3�105	

20	 72	 -3	 5	 8�105	 5�106	

40	 220	 -11	 21	 107	 1.5�108	

CE	site	prep	cost	drivers	

•  Land	acquisi3on	
•  Excava3on	&	compac3on	
•  Fill	transporta3on		
•  +	Hydrology,	Fencing,	Road,	Enclosure,	…	
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Neutral cut & fill site excavation vs. arm length
 L configuration

land area (m2)
excavated volume (m3)
earth movement VxD (m3 * km)

CE	site	prep	length	scalings	
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